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Disclaimer
The document attached hereto and the presentation of which it forms part (together the “Materials”) have been prepared by Novacyt S.A. (“Novacyt” or the “Company”). The Materials are confidential and personal to you and are furnished to you as background
information to provide a basis for you, as a potential investor, to consider whether to pursue an acquisition of shares in the Company. The Materials do not constitute an offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of any securities, nor do they, nor do they purport to,
set out or refer to all or any of the information a potential investor might require or expect in making a decision as to whether or not to deal in shares in the Company. The Materials do not comprise an admission document, listing particulars or a prospectus relating to the
Company and the information contained in, and communicated to you during, this Presentation does not constitute, or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation or other solicitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities in
the Company. Prospective investors should only subscribe for shares in the Company on the basis of information contained in any prospectus which may be published by the Company in connection with the Admission.
The Materials have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Reliance on the Materials for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing
all of the property or other assets invested.The Materials do not constitute and are not a prospectus or listing particulars (under either the Prospectus Regulations 2005 (as amended), the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) or the Prospectus Rules of the
Financial Conduct Authority) and should not be construed as such. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information, representations or opinions contained in the Materials or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness of it. No undertaking,
representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made by or on behalf of the Company or any of their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or any other persons as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or
estimates or opinions or other statements about the future prospects of the Company or any of their respective businesses contained in the Materials or referred to in the presentation given in connection therewith and no responsibility, liability or duty of care
whatsoever is accepted by any such person in relation to any such information, representation, projection, forecast, opinion, estimate or statement including in the case of negligence, but excluding any liability for fraud.
SP Angel Corporate Finance Limited (the Company’s nominated adviser and joint broker) and Numis Securities Limited (the Company’s joint broker) have not approved the Materials as a financial promotion for the purposes of section 21 of FSMA or otherwise. Whilst
all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in these presentation materials are accurate and that any forecasts, opinions and expectations contained therein are fair and reasonable, SP Angel Corporate Finance Limited and Numis Securities
Limited have not independently verified the contents of these Materials and no reliance whatsoever should be placed on them.
This document constitutes a ‘financial promotion’ for the purposes of section 21 of the FSMA and its distribution in the United Kingdom is restricted. Accordingly, this document will not be offered to the public in the United Kingdom (within the meaning of section 102B
of the FSMA) save in circumstances where it is lawful to do so without an approved prospectus (within the meaning of section 85 of the FSMA) being made available to the public before the offer is made. In the United Kingdom, the Materials are only being directed at
persons: (a) persons who are outside the United Kingdom; (b) investment pro fessionals falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (SI 2005/1529) (as amended) (the “Order”); (c) high net worth companies,
unincorporated associations and other bodies falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; (d) certified high net worth individuals within Article 48 of the Order who, in this regard, have signed a statement dated within a period of 12 months ending on the date of
receipt of this documen t complying with Part 1 of Schedule 5 of the Order stating that among other things, they have either or both: (i) during the financial year immediately preceding the date on which the statement is signed an annual income of not less than
£100,000 ; or (ii) held, throughout the financial year immediately preceding the date on which the statement is signed, net assets to the value of not less than £250,000 (excluding the property which is their primary residence or any loan secured on that residence, any
of their rights under a qualifying contract of insurance within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Authorities) Order 2001, or any benefits (in the form of pensions or otherwise) which are payable on termination of their service or
death or retirement and to which they are (or their dependants are), or may be entitled; (e) sophisticated investors falling within Article 50 of the Order; (f) self-certified sophisticated investors falling within Article 50A of the Order; and (g) other persons to whom it may
lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being “relevant persons”). The investment or investment activity to which the Materials relate are available only to such persons and will be engaged with only with such persons. If you are not such a person: (i) you
should not take part in the presentation and nor should you have received the Materials; (ii) please return this document to the Company’s registered office or representative at the presentation as soon as possible and take no other action; (iii) please leave the
presentation immediately after returning the Materials; and (iv) you may not rely on or act upon the matters communicated by the Materials.
Neither this presentation nor any copy of it, in whole or in part, or any of the Materials may be: (i) taken or transmitted into the United States of America; (ii) distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America or to any US person (within the meaning of
regulations made under the Securities Act 1933, as amended); (iii) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Canada, Austra lia, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa or to any resident thereof; or (iv) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Japan or
to any resident thereof. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws or the laws of any such jurisdiction. The Materials do not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States.
Securities may not be offered or sold within the United States absent (i) registration under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"); or (ii) an available exemption from registration under the Securities Act. The Company's securities have not
been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act and will not be offered to the public in the United States. In addition, the Company has not been and will not be registered under the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the "US Investment
Company Act"), and the recipient of the Materials will not be entitled to the benefits of the US Investment Company Act. The Materials do not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to acquire or subscribe for, shares in any jurisdiction where such
offer or solicitation is unlawful or would impose any unfulfilled registration, qualification, publication or approval requirements on the Company.The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and the persons into whose possession
this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. The Materials are confidential and should not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part by recipients to any other person and, in
particular, should not be distributed directly or indirectly to persons with an address in the United States of America (or to any US Person as defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act 1933 as amended), Australia, the Republic of South Africa, Japan or Canada
or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement.
The Materials are being made available on the basis that the recipients keep confidential any information contained therein, whether orally or in writing, in connection with the Company. The Materials are confidential and must not be copied, reproduced,
published, distributed, disclosed or passed, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose at any time without the prior written consent of the Company. By attending the presentation and/or accepting a copy of the
Materials you agree to be bound by the foregoing provisions.
The information described in the Materials may contain certain information that is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been publically disclosed. By your receipt of the Materials you recognise and accept that some or all of the information in the Materials may
be “inside information” as defined in Article 7 of the Market Abuse Regulation EU 596/2014 (“MAR”) and constitutes a “market sounding” for the purpose of Article 11 of MAR. You recognise and accept that such information is being provided to you by the Company
pursuant to Article 11 of MAR and you confirm, warrant and undertake that you will keep the information confidential and will not: (i) deal, or attempt to deal, in financial instruments (as defined in MAR) relating to that information, or encourage another person to deal
or disclose the information before the insi de information is made public; (ii) or cancel or amend an order which has already been placed concerning a financial instrument to which such information relates; (iii) disclose the inside information to another person other than
in the proper course of the exercise of your employment, profession or duties; or (iv) engage in behaviour based on any inside information which might amount to market abuse or market manipulation for the purposes of MAR. Recipients should take their own legal
advice on the obligation to which they will be subject and the application of MAR and in particular make their own assessment of whether they are in possession of inside information and when such information ceases to be inside information.
Forward-looking Statements:
The Materials contain forward-looking statements. These statements relate to the future prospects, developments and business strategies of the Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”). Forward-looking statements are identified by the use of such terms as
“believe”, “could”, “envisage”, “estimate”, “potential”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “will” or the negative of those, variations or comparable expressions, including references to assumptions. The forward-looking statements contained in the Materials are based on current
expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by those statements. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the
Group’s actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected. Given these risks and uncertainties, potential investors should not place any reliance on forward-looking statements and the Company accepts no obligation to disseminate any
updates or revisions to such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of the Materials.
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Novacyt: a high growth
diagnostics business
Novacyt is committed to developing the next
generation of diagnostics to meet a new era of global
healthcare challenges with best-in-class, first-tomarket tests, driven by patient and clinician needs

Proven ability to rapidly develop and
commercialise market leading and
proprietary technologies for diagnostic
testing in infectious disease, supported
by a growing IP portfolio
Balance sheet strength and high growth
potential due to large, rapidly growing, high
margin, fragmented market
Scalable business model / low capex / high
cash conversion

270 highly qualified staff with global
reach currently into 130 countries

Successful M&A track record and
management capabilities to acquire and
integrate complementary acquisitions to
accelerate growth and profitability
Novacyt Group
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COVID-19: A transformative period
Through the rapid design, development and
commercialisation of COVID-19 tests, Novacyt
has transformed its financial position

COVID-19 tailwind
• Introduced one of the
world’s first CE IVD
COVID-19 test kits in
2020
• Since its initial release
in Jan-2020,
the Group’s tests
have generated
significant revenue

• COVID-19 testing
demand continues as
the virus mutates and
private testing
demand increases

Novacyt Group

Major contract
wins

New products
released

Margin
improvement

On-going
Investment

• Major contract wins
with national
governments and
non-government
organisations

• On-going
development and
release of new
products, e.g.
PROmate® and
SNPsig®

• FY20 group gross
margins 80% vs.
64% FY19

• Acquired IT-IS
International Ltd
(strengthens our
position in the
decentralised testing
market)

• Existing PCR-based
COVID-19 tests
remain able to
detect all published
SARS-CoV-2
variants

• Primarily driven by
high margin COVID19 test portfolio

• COVID-19 test kits
attracted significant
interest, in
particular, the UK,
Middle-East, Europe
and the US
• Sold in over 130
countries

• FY20 EBITDA margin
64% vs. 2% FY19

• On-going R&D activity
e.g. expansion of
PathFlow® lateral flow
test portfolio
• Investment in
infrastructure, including
UK market and new
senior management
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FY 2020 P&L
Covid sales driving step-change in revenue and profit

• Group consolidated revenue increased by
over 20 times to £277.2m in 2020 compared
with £11.5m in 2019

• Group gross margin continued to improve
increasing to 76.3% in 2020 from 64.0% in
2019

• Group EBITDA increased to £176.1m in 2020 compared with £0.2m in
2019 with EBITDA margin increasing to 64% in 2020 compared with 2%
in 2019.
• Operating profit of £167.4m in 2020 compared to a loss of £1.6m in
2019
• Profit after tax of £132.4m in 2020 compared to a loss of £5.7m in 2019

Novacyt Group
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FY 2020 balance sheet and cash
Group ended the year debt free with over £91m in cash
£'000
Goodwill
Right of use assets
Deferred Tax assets
Other non-current assets
Total non-current assets

Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Other current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Assets classified as held for sale
TOTAL ASSETS

2020

2019

17,877
2,259
3,023
6,132
29,291

13,592
2,125
4,907
20,624

29,888
79,592
3,740
91,765
204,985

2,083
1,851
367
1,542
5,843

234,276

2018

£'000

14,548
Share capital and premium
Retained earnings
Total equity
5,735
20,283 3 Borrowings (> 1 yr)
LTIP liabilities long-term
Lease liabilities long-term
Other provisions and long-term liabilities
3 Total non-current liabilities
2,116 4 Borrowings (< 1 yr)
3,517
Trade and other liabilities
312
Tax Liability
1,021
Other provisions and short-term liabilities
6,966
Total current liabilities

60

2,068

26,527

29,317

Liabilities of discontinued operations
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

2020
54,675
96,035
150,710

2019

2018

50,169 49,180
(37,707) (31,021)
12,462 18,159

5,606
1,964
1,854
9,424

5,240
2,012
247
7,499

2,037
199
2,236

36,784
15,116
22,242
74,142

1,869
3,920
777
6,566

2,809
4,190
1,846
8,845

234,276

26,527

77
29,317

• Cash at year-end of £91.8m compared with £1.5m in 2019
• The Group exits 2020 debt free after all debt of £7.1m was repaid during H1 of 2020
• IT-IS, a profitable diagnostic instrument development and manufacturing company, was acquired on 15 October 2020.
The net consideration for the acquisition after earnouts is £8.7m
Novacyt Group
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Post balance sheet event
Dispute with DHSC
• Entered into a second supply contract with DHSC on 29 September 2020
• Announced in active discussions with DHSC to extend this contract on
29 January 2021
• Announced dispute with DHSC in relation to the second supply contract
on 9 April 2021
• Dispute relates primarily to Q4 2020 revenue totalling £129.1m in
respect of a specific product supplied to the NHS

• A provision of up to £19.8m has been made in the financial statements
with the Board’s best estimate of the cost to replace the product
• Of the Q4 2020 revenue, invoices of £24.0m (including VAT) of product
delivered to DHSC remain outstanding and recovery of this amount is
dependent on the outcome of the dispute. In addition, £49.0m
(including VAT) of product delivered and invoiced to the DHSC in 2021
remains unpaid and is now also part of the dispute
• The Company has taken legal advice in relation to the dispute and
believes it has strong grounds to assert its contractual rights
• Unable to provide further clarification on the dispute or the timing
of resolution due to the confidential nature of discussions underway

Novacyt Group
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Primerdesign: 2020 highlights
• Sales increased to £272.8m, compared to £5.5m in 2019, driven by success
of COVID-19 product portfolio
• UK and Ireland NHS accounts represented £191.2m (70%) of total sales,
reflecting the Company’s response and contribution to the UK government
testing strategy
• Core distributor and reseller business across UK and international markets
represented £49.5m (18%) of total sales, with sales to over 130 countries
• Private sector testing market represented £32.1m (12%) of total sales and is
rapidly growing in 2021
• Launched over 28 new COVID-19 related products since the beginning of 2020.
Of note:

• genesig® COVID-19 – one of the world’s first PCR tests for COVID-19 –
approval received from the US FDA and WHO for procurement under the EUL
• Continued PCR innovation – exsig®, PROmate®, genesig® COVID-19 HT 2.0 and
Winterplex® – to improve workflow efficiency and address testing needs in
central and near-patient settings
• Post period – launch of SNPsig® to diagnose variants and vaccine escape
• Launch of VersaLab™ for near-patient PCR testing in the emerging private
sector testing market
• Leading bioinformatics and surveillance expertise, as well as clinical trial
expertise
• IVD market estimated at $70bn in 2020 and projected to grow to over $114bn
by 2030
Novacyt Group
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IT-IS International
IT-IS International: acquisition in line
with strategy
• Reinforces strategy and strengthens position in long-term growth
opportunity for rapid near-patient testing
• Secures key IP for q16 and q32 rapid-PCR instruments
• Expands core capabilities in instrument manufacturing
• Expands current and future product offering in mobile PCR devices
• Immediately earnings accretive – IT-IS delivered revenues of £3.9 million
and a net profit of £0.8 million for FY19, with revenues expected to
increase to £5.0 million for FY20
• Post acquisition (15 October 2020) to 31 December 2020 revenue
totalled £6.9m

Novacyt Group
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Lab21*: 2020 highlights

• Sales decreased to £5.2m, compared to £6.0m in 2019
• Core business impacted by customers diverting their
testing laboratories and procedures from routine
clinical, veterinary and food testing to COVID-19
testing, to support the global pandemic efforts
• Asia Pacific region within Microgen Bioproducts grew
6% year-on-year
• Manufacturing capacity of Camberley site diverted to
support key reagent scale-up supporting PCR COVID-19
tests, avoiding dilution of the gross margin
• Expansion of PathFlow® LFT portfolio for COVID-19

* Lab21 includes Lab21 Healthcare and Microgen Bioproducts
Novacyt Group
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Strategy update
Build on success in COVID-19 testing to expand test
menus in areas adjacent to COVID-19, and into
additional prioritised market segments, delivery
systems and geographies

Test Menu Expansion

Instrument Expansion

Geographic Expansion

Underpinned by compelling IVD market dynamics
• Estimated global market size of $69.5 billion
in 2020(1)
• Industry set to experience steady growth and
continued consolidation
• Growing at a 5-year CAGR of 5%
• Analysts expect market to top $114 billion
by 2030
• Aging world population

Novacyt Group

• Increased technological innovation
• Rising living standards in
developing countries
• Industry consolidation
• Increase in incidence of chronic and
infectious diseases
(1) BIS Research; Global In Vitro Diagnostic Market, July 2020
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Strategy update
Test Menu Expansion
•
•
•

Built a reputation for rapid innovation and high performance of diagnostic technologies
One of the most comprehensive RUO PCR test menus in the world
Over 60 CE Mark approved PCR tests

•

COVID-19 testing
• Expand COVID-19 test menu for detection of new
SARS-CoV-2 variants, and
• Innovations to support testing efficiencies and
results delivery
• COVID-19 Plus testing
• Expansion into closely adjacent areas of COVID-19
(e.g., Flu A, Flu B), and
• Biomarker monitoring:
• To predict COVID progression / response to
treatments (e.g., IFI27 biomarker for COVID-19
disease severity)
• To diagnose conditions in infected / recovered
patients (e.g., factors related to “long COVID-19”)
Novacyt Group

•

Post-COVID testing
• Addressing unmet testing needs beyond
COVID-19 building on its established central
lab customer base with high value test menus
• Pathogens resistant to antimicrobials (e.g.,
Carbapenem-resistant
Enterobacteriaceae), sepsis,
transplantation (CMV, EBV, BKV)
• Build a test menu for its near-patient testing
•

Underpinned by its strong bioinformatics and test
design expertise, coupled with extensive regulatory
capabilities
•

Well positioned to conform to new, more
stringent IVD Directive (IVD-R) in UK and Europe
from 25 May 2022
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Strategy update
Instrument Expansion
•
•

Acquisition of IT-IS provides a strong mid-throughput near-patient PCR testing platform
q16 and q32 instruments are being deployed in multiple near-patient markets for COVID-19 testing

•

•

•

•

Expand placements of q16s and q32s and build out the specific test
menu beyond COVID-19 based on the use-case requirements of the
various placements
Develop multiple tests in one kit (multiplexing) leveraging core
expertise in chemistry development, coupled with its near-patient
instrumentation technology
Target continued shift towards decentralised testing through the
development of high throughput tests in areas including infection
control (e.g., Norovirus, C. Diff), sepsis differentiation, meningitis and
neonatal differentiation (e.g., Echovirus; Listeria)
Further expand decentralised testing opportunities by protein based
diagnostic technologies, including lateral flow which will be
developed, licensed or acquired

Novacyt Group
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Strategy update
Geographic Expansion
•
•
•

Invested heavily in the UK, with over 50 people employed across sales, marketing and field support specialists
Well positioned to support expansion of the UK diagnostics market
Look to replicate this direct sales model in its chosen international markets
•

•
•

•

Geographic expansion particularly with
a focus in direct sales, marketing and
distribution beyond the UK
Focus on organic and acquisition
investments.
Beyond UK, high priority geographies
include the US, Germany and other
European markets
Targeted organic investment has
already commenced in the US with the
recent appointment of Kevin Crittenton
as US General Manager

Novacyt Group
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Current trading and outlook
Continued solid underlying sales driven by
COVID-19 testing
• Revenue of £88.4m for five months to 31 May 2021
• Sales run-rate was £10m per month in Q1 2021, excluding
DHSC, dropping to approx. £7m per month in April and May
• Strong growth expected in private testing, with potential for Q4
2021 infection wave to further increase sales

• Significant growth potential from H2 2021 product launches
• Potential for approximately £100m FY2021 sales, excluding
DHSC
• Gross margin run-rate of over 70% and EBITDA margin of over
40% for five months to 31 May 2021, with confidence to
maintain for FY2021 (excludes impact of DHSC)
• Continued investment in innovation (COVID-19 and non-COVID19), organic expansion (decentralised testing and geographic
expansion) and external business development, in line with
growth strategy

Novacyt Group
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Summary

•

Rapid development of an extensive and innovative PCR COVID-19 product portfolio to address customer needs

•

Future of Novacyt secured
•

Repaid all long-term debt

•

Significantly strengthened the balance sheet

•

Delivered on a number of strategic objectives, including acquisition of IT-IS International, establishment
of UK commercial infrastructure and expansion of IP portfolio

•

Continued strong demand for COVID-19 testing in 2021

•

Updated strategy to deliver long-term growth through product, instrument, and geographic expansion in
key areas, supplemented by M&A

Novacyt Group
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Thank you to all of our shareholders and employees for
supporting the business through this transformative change
Novacyt SA
Graham Mullis, Chief Executive Officer
James McCarthy, Chief Financial Officer
InvestorMandy
contact
details
Cowling,
Corporate & IR Manager

Numis
James Black / Freddie Barnfield

SP Angel

+44 (0)1276 600081

+44 (0)20 7260 1000
+44 (0)20 3470 0470

Matthew Johnson / Charlie Bouverat

Allegra Finance
Rémi Durgetto / Yannick Petit

FTI Consulting (International)
Victoria Foster Mitchell/ Alex Shaw
Novacyt Group

+33 (1) 42 22 10 10

+44 (0)20 3727 1000
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